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NEW Trailerable One-Design Speedster
The J/70 Speedster (22.75 feet) is J/Boats' first
ramp-launchable keelboat - designed to fulfill the
growing need for an easy-to-own, high performance one-design that is exciting to sail, stable
enough sailboat for the family, and built to last.
J/70 introduces a new dimension of fun, fast
sailing in a stable, easy-to-own boat. A natural
evolution of its J pedigree, the J/70's 22+ feet of
sailing length with high aspect, all carbon rig and
deep, lifting keel provides spirited performance
and stability that feels like a much larger boat.

For more information,
please contact us at:
Phone- 401-846-8410
Email- info@jboats.com
Web- www.jboats.com

Knifing through the water upwind with
confidence and ease, the J/70 has that
legendary “J” feel - light, controllable with a
wide-groove to sail consistently fast.
With an adjustable backstay, one has total
control over sail shape and rig tension across
the full range of conditions, making it easier &
faster to change gears. Off the wind, J/70 will
simply light-up the crew with a smile! Set the
masthead A-sail off the carbon sprit and J/70
pops up on a plane in a moderate breeze.
J/70 is all about making sailing inclusive,
not exclusive. With its easily driven hull,
large cockpit, and manageable three
sail inventory, the J/70 is perfect for
three adults, two couples, or four
juniors. Sailing is about friends,
it’s the joy of sharing the experience with others. When your
family and friends can enjoy
sailing in all weather, the R.O.I.
will be high!
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The J/70’s 11' long cockpit and moderate
height boom allow easy crew movement
across the cockpit while tacking and jibing.
For sitting and hiking comfort, mid-height
safety-lines run cockpit length, making J/70
one of the most comfortable boats to steer
and crew aboard without having to rely on
hiking straps to keep you in the boat.

The small cabin below is a bonus. It
provides weather protection, a place to nap
and personal privacy... essential to keeping
everyone happy if spending a day on the
water. And, for children safety is paramountsafety-lines around the cockpit, plus an
interior with seats and V-berth forepeak for
that extra measure of security.

Easy Transport & Launching
In today’s crowded harbors, it’s not always
possible or economical to own a permanent
mooring, marina slip or rent space in a dry lot
with crane. J/70 offers a practical solution.
Launch at the local boat ramp, raise the
lightweight all carbon rig, lower the lifting keel,
hoist the sails and off you go on a sailing
adventure in less than 30 minutes. The only
limitations are how far you want to drive and
willingness to camp in the great outdoors.

High-tech Carbon Spar Package
The J/70 sports an impressive carbon spar
and rigging package from Southern Spars
designed for lightweight, low VCG, and
deck-stepping ease. Developed in
collaboration with the J-Boats and Southern
Spars design and engineering teams, the
package includes: carbon mast with carbon
spreaders, carbon extended mast crane (to
accommodate fat-head main), carbon boom,
and carbon bow sprit.

